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Myocardial Ischemia During Mental Stress: Role of Coronary Artery Disease Burden and Vasomotion

Ronnie Ramadan, MD; David Sheps, MD; Fabio Esteves, MD; A. Maziar Zafari, MD, PhD; J. Douglas Bremner, MD; Viola Vaccarino, MD, PhD; Arshed A. Quyyumi, MD

Background—Mental stress–induced myocardial ischemia (MSIMI) is associated with adverse prognosis in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), yet the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon remain unclear. We hypothesized that compared with exercise/pharmacological stress–induced myocardial ischemia (PSIMI) that is secondary to the atherosclerotic burden of CAD, MSIMI is primarily due to vasomotor changes.

Methods and Results—Patients with angiographically documented CAD underwent 99mTc-sestamibi myocardial perfusion imaging at rest and following both mental and physical stress testing, performed on separate days. The severity and extent of CAD were quantified using the Gensini and Sullivan scores. Peripheral arterial tonometry (Itamar Inc) was used to assess the digital microvascular tone during mental stress as a ratio of pulse wave amplitude during speech compared with baseline. Measurements were made in a discovery sample (n=225) and verified in a replication sample (n=159). In the pooled (n=384) sample, CAD severity and extent scores were not significantly different between those with and without MSIMI, whereas they were greater in those with compared with those without PSIMI (P<0.04 for all). The peripheral arterial tonometry ratio was lower in those with compared with those without MSIMI (0.55±0.36 versus 0.76±0.52, P=0.009). In a multivariable analysis, the peripheral arterial tonometry ratio was the only independent predictor of MSIMI (P=0.009), whereas angiographic severity and extent of CAD independently predicted PSIMI.

Conclusions—The degree of digital microvascular constriction, and not the angiographic burden of CAD, is associated with MSIMI. Varying causes of MSIMI compared with PSIMI may require different therapeutic interventions that require further study. (J Am Heart Assoc. 2013;2:e000321 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.113.000321)
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A significant proportion of patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) develop myocardial ischemia during mental stress.1–7 Mental stress–induced myocardial ischemia (MSIMI) has been associated with up to 3-fold higher rate of fatal and nonfatal cardiac events, independent of presence of exercise-induced ischemia or standard cardiac risk factors.2–5 Although the mechanisms underlying MSIMI remain unclear, its pathophysiology may differ from physical (exercise or pharmacological) stress–induced myocardial ischemia (PSIMI).8,9 For example, compared with PSIMI, MSIMI is more often painless,7,10–12 occurs at lower levels of oxygen demand,7,13–16 and may not be accompanied by PSIMI.17 Notably, while the association between PSIMI and severity of epicardial coronary stenosis is well established, a similar relationship for MSIMI has not been previously investigated.

We and others have previously demonstrated significant coronary vasomotor changes during mental stress testing.18,19 Moreover, MSIMI is associated with a prominent peripheral vasoconstrictor response16,20 that can be measured as a change in digital arterial pulse volume using peripheral arterial tonometry (PAT).21,22 Since changes in peripheral vascular tone may reflect changes in coronary vascular resistance,23,24 peripheral microvascular vasomotor response to mental stress may serve as a surrogate for similar changes in the coronary vasculature. We hypothesized that...
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Speaking task, as previously described. Brie and mental stress was induced by a standardized public room, after a 30-minute rest period, vital signs were measured in a quiet dimly lit, temperature-controlled (21°C) environment.

Methods

Patient Population

Patients with clinically stable CAD were recruited directly from clinic or after chart review. Presence of CAD was defined by an abnormal coronary angiogram demonstrating evidence of atherosclerosis ranging from luminal irregularities to 3-vessel disease, documented previous percutaneous or surgical coronary revascularization, documented myocardial infarction (MI), or a positive nuclear stress test. Patients with an acute coronary syndrome, decompensated heart failure in preceding 2 months, or unstable psychiatric conditions were excluded. Clinical information including previous CAD events, CAD risk factors, and current medications were documented using standardized questionnaires and chart reviews. The research protocols were approved by their respective institutional review board, and all participants provided informed consent.

The discovery sample (group A) included 225 patients recruited in the ongoing Mental Stress Ischemia: Mechanisms and Prognosis study at Emory University. Replication of the findings was performed in 159 patients (group B) enrolled in the Psychological Stress and Risk of Cardiac Events study from the University of Florida, Gainesville. Both studies had a similar inclusion and exclusion criteria and imaging and vascular protocols.

Study Protocol

Patients were tested in the morning after a 12-hour fast. Antianginal medications (β-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and long-acting nitrates) were withheld for 24 to 48 hours, depending on their half-life, before stress testing (physical and mental).

Mental stress procedure

In a quiet dimly lit, temperature-controlled (21°C to 23°C) room, after a 30-minute rest period, vital signs were measured and mental stress was induced by a standardized public speaking task, as previously described. Briefly, patients were asked to imagine a situation in which a close relative had been mistreated in a nursing home. Patients were given 2 minutes to prepare their speech and 3 minutes to deliver their speech in front of an evaluative audience. Blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were recorded at 5-minute intervals during the resting phase and at 1-minute intervals during and after the mental stress task. The rate–pressure product (RPP) was calculated as peak systolic BP multiplied by peak HR during physical and mental stress, and hemodynamic reactivity to mental stress was calculated as the magnitude of increase in hemodynamic measures from baseline to peak values during the speech task. To ensure adequacy of the mental stress testing, the procedure was administered by trained and experienced staff. Close attention was paid to the psychophysiological stress–provoking elements of the test. All personnel participating in administering the test were white coated, and patients were unaware of the specific contents of the test before they received it.

Myocardial perfusion imaging

Myocardial perfusion imaging with 99mTc-sestamibi was performed on 2 separate days up to 1 week apart, at rest and during mental and exercise/pharmacological stresses according to standard protocols. The sequence of the stressor (mental or physical) was balanced. During mental stress testing, 20 to 30 mCi of 99mTc radioisotope was given at 1 minute into the speech based on previous reports demonstrating that the maximal hemodynamic, neurohormonal, and ischemic responses to mental stress usually occur early. Exercise stress testing was performed using the Bruce protocol, and, when contraindicated, pharmacological testing with regadenoson (group A) or adenosine (group B) was performed. Xanthine derivatives and caffeine-containing products were discontinued 48 and 12 hours before testing, respectively. The radioisotope injection was given at peak exertion during the exercise test, at 3 minutes during the adenosine protocol, or immediately after the regadenoson injection. Exercise was continued for at least 1 minute after the injection. Stress images were acquired 30 to 60 minutes later using conventional methodology with single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT).

Studies were interpreted by 2 experienced nuclear cardiologists blinded to the stressor (mental or exercise/pharmacological) and without prior knowledge of the coronary anatomy. Discrepancies in interpretation of SPECT images with respect to outcome of ischemia were resolved by reaching a consensus between the readers. Rest and stress images were visually compared for number and severity of perfusion defects using a 17-segment model for group A and a 20-segment model for group B. Each segment was scored from 0 to 4, with 0 being “normal uptake” and 4 being “no uptake,” yielding a total score. A reversible defect score (summed difference score [SDS]) was calculated as the difference between summed stress and summed rest scores. Ischemia was defined as new or worsening perfusion defects during mental, exercise, or pharmacological stress compared with the resting baseline images with an SDS of ≥4. For the purpose of comparison in this study, the same ischemia definition was used for all testing protocols.
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**Angiographic data**

The most recent angiogram before stress testing was used for analysis. The mean duration between the angiogram and stress testing was 37±39 months for group A and 23±20 months for group B. CAD severity and extent were assessed using 2 semiquantitative scoring systems by Gensini\(^{28,29}\) and Sullivan.\(^{30}\) The Gensini score quantifies severity of CAD by a nonlinear points system for the degree of luminal narrowing along with a multiplier for specific coronary tree locations, thereby weighting each lesion score for prognostic significance. The total of the lesion scores is summed to give a final Gensini score. The Sullivan stenosis score quantifies the most severe stenosis observed in each of the main coronary vessels assessed without specific weighting for the territory supplied, and the Sullivan extent score quantifies the percentage of the coronary intimal surface area affected by atheroma without specific weighting for the degree of luminal narrowing.\(^{29}\)

**Digital blood flow measurement using finger plethysmography**

Digital pulse wave amplitude was continuously measured during rest and mental stress using PAT (Itamar-Medical), as previously described.\(^{22}\) Briefly, the device, which uses a modified form of plethysmography, was applied to the index finger. The pressure changes were fed to a personal computer where the signal is filtered, amplified, stored and analyzed in an operator-independent manner. The baseline pulse wave amplitude was determined by averaging over the entire rest period. The stress amplitude was determined by averaging over the entire 3-minute speaking period. The PAT ratio was then calculated as the ratio of pulse wave amplitude during the speaking task compared with the resting baseline, with a ratio <1 signifying a vasoconstrictive response. Decrease in pulse wave amplitude is believed to be due to microvascular constriction.\(^{31-33}\)

**Statistical Methods**

Results for normally distributed variables are summarized as mean±SD values for continuous variables or as proportions for categorical variables. Continuous variables with a non-normal distribution are shown as the median value with interquartile intervals. The 2-tailed unpaired Student’s *t* test was used for comparison of normally distributed continuous variables. The Mann–Whitney *U* test was used to compare the difference in non-normally distributed variables. The *χ*\(^2\) test was used for comparison of categorical variables. Correlations between continuous variables were assessed with Pearson or Spearman correlation tests, as appropriate. Univariate and multivariable logistic regression models were used to examine the effect of covariates on prediction of the binary outcome of SPECT ischemia. Statistical analysis was initially conducted in the discovery group A, and after the findings were verified in the replication group B, the 2 groups were combined for pooled analysis. Covariates used in the multivariable analysis performed for predictors of MSIMI and PSIMI included age, sex, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, history of ever smoking, prior history of MI, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, percutaneous coronary intervention, depression, medications (aspirin, β-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, calcium channel antagonists, statins, and nitrates), duration between the angiogram and stress testing, and enrollment group A or B. The Gensini and both Sullivan scores were significantly correlated and thus were entered separately into multivariable models. The Hosmer–Lemeshow test was used to test for model goodness of fit. Considering myocardial perfusion imaging as the gold standard for detection of MSIMI, the diagnostic accuracy of the PAT ratio was evaluated by using the receiver operator characteristic curve. Furthermore, C-statistic was performed to compare the predictive ability of the PAT ratio over a model based on conventional risk factors for predicting the occurrence of SPECT ischemia. Statistical significance was based on 2-tailed tests, and *P* values ≤0.05 were considered significant. Analyses were performed with SPSS (version 20.0, SPSS Inc).

**Results**

Table 1 summarizes the clinical characteristics of the 2 groups stratified by the presence or absence of both MSIMI and PSIMI. MSIMI was present in 11% and 17% and PSIMI in 27% and 41% of groups A and B, respectively. Of those developing MSIMI, 52% also had PSIMI in group A and 63% in group B. In the combined cohort, patients were further grouped into those who developed ischemia during both stressors (n=30), during neither (n=237), or during 1 stressor only (MSIMI [n=22] or PSIMI [n=95]). Overall, patients with MSIMI were slightly older but were otherwise not significantly different than those without MSIMI in terms of risk factors and medication use. Patients with PSIMI tended to be more frequently male with history of coronary artery bypass graft surgery, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus. Notably, there was no difference in the duration between the most recent angiogram and nuclear stress testing between those with and without MSIMI or PSIMI in all groups (Table 1).

The Gensini score correlated with the Sullivan stenosis and extent scores in group A (r=0.65, *P*<0.001; r=0.33, *P*<0.001, respectively), group B (r=0.85, *P*<0.001; r=0.55, *P*<0.001, respectively), and in the combined group (r=0.72, *P*<0.001; r=0.42, *P*<0.001, respectively). Both Sullivan scores correlated with each other in group A (r=0.78, *P*<0.001), group B
### Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of Study Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Physical Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia</th>
<th></th>
<th>Mental Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=225</td>
<td>n=165</td>
<td>n=60</td>
<td>n=200</td>
<td>n=25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y±SD</td>
<td>64±8</td>
<td>64±9</td>
<td>65±7</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>64±9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%)</td>
<td>159 (71)</td>
<td>115 (70)</td>
<td>44 (73)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>143 (72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous MI, n (%)</td>
<td>78 (35)</td>
<td>61 (37)</td>
<td>17 (28)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>69 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous PTCA, n (%)</td>
<td>137 (61)</td>
<td>97 (59)</td>
<td>40 (67)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>122 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous CABG, n (%)</td>
<td>71 (32)</td>
<td>46 (28)</td>
<td>25 (42)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>60 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina in the past 4 weeks, n (%)</td>
<td>61 (27)</td>
<td>43 (26)</td>
<td>18 (30)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>51 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEF, %</td>
<td>59±15</td>
<td>60±15</td>
<td>59±13</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>60±15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cardiovascular risk factors**

| Hypertension, n (%)      | 158 (70) | 112 (68)                                    | 46 (77) | 0.18                                     | 139 (70) | 19 (76) | 0.57 |
| Diabetes, n (%)          | 70 (31)  | 46 (28)                                     | 24 (40) | 0.08                                     | 59 (30)  | 11 (44) | 0.15 |
| Depression, n (%)        | 25 (11)  | 19 (12)                                     | 6 (10)  | 0.76                                     | 21 (11)  | 4 (16)  | 0.43 |
| Current or ex-smokers, n (%) | 132 (59) | 97 (59)                                     | 35 (58) | 0.99                                     | 116 (58) | 16 (64) | 0.69 |

**Treatment at study entry**

| β-Blocker, n (%)         | 157 (70) | 116 (70)                                    | 41 (68) | 0.99                                     | 140 (70) | 17 (68) | 0.63 |
| ARB, n (%)               | 40 (18)  | 26 (16)                                     | 14 (23) | 0.16                                     | 34 (17)  | 6 (24)  | 0.44 |
| ACEI, n (%)              | 78 (35)  | 59 (36)                                     | 19 (32) | 0.65                                     | 65 (33)  | 13 (52) | 0.07 |
| Statin, n (%)            | 181 (80) | 136 (82)                                    | 45 (75) | 0.34                                     | 161 (81) | 20 (80) | 0.67 |
| CCB, n (%)               | 38 (17)  | 29 (18)                                     | 9 (15)  | 0.70                                     | 33 (17)  | 5 (20)  | 0.72 |
| Duration between angiogram and stress test, mo | 39±18 | 33±32 | 0.31 | 37±39 | 40±40 | 0.71 |

**Group B**

|                          | N=159 | n=94                                       | n=65  | n=132                                    | n=27 |
| Age, y±SD                | 64±9  | 64±8                                        | 64±10 | 0.82                                     | 63±9  | 67±9  | 0.05 |
| Male sex, n (%)          | 109 (69) | 59 (63)                                     | 50 (77) | 0.06                                     | 92 (70) | 17 (63) | 0.49 |
| Previous MI, n (%)       | 23 (15) | 9 (10)                                      | 14 (22) | 0.04                                     | 18 (14) | 5 (19) | 0.51 |
| Previous PTCA, n (%)     | 75 (47) | 43 (46)                                     | 32 (49) | 0.67                                     | 64 (49) | 11 (41) | 0.46 |
| Previous CABG, n (%)     | 54 (34) | 28 (30)                                     | 26 (40) | 0.18                                     | 45 (34) | 9 (33) | 0.94 |
| Angina in the past 4 weeks, n (%) | 75 (47) | 47 (50)                                     | 28 (43) | 0.55                                     | 63 (48) | 12 (44) | 0.83 |
| LVEF, %                  | 55±13 | 56±12                                       | 53±13  | 0.12                                     | 56±12  | 51±15 | 0.11 |

**Cardiovascular risk factors, n (%)**

| Hypertension             | 126 (79) | 69 (73)                                    | 57 (88) | 0.008                                    | 108 (82) | 18 (67) | 0.12 |
| Diabetes                 | 53 (33)  | 28 (30)                                     | 25 (39) | 0.21                                     | 46 (35)  | 7 (26)  | 0.38 |
| Depression               | 42 (26)  | 27 (29)                                     | 15 (23) | 0.43                                     | 38 (29)  | 4 (15)  | 0.13 |
| Current or ex-smokers    | 110 (69) | 64 (68)                                     | 46 (71) | 0.51                                     | 94 (71)  | 16 (59) | 0.29 |

**Treatment at study entry, n (%)**

| β-Blocker                | 121 (76) | 71 (76)                                     | 50 (77) | 0.84                                     | 102 (77) | 19 (70) | 0.44 |
| ARB                      | 22 (14)  | 13 (14)                                     | 9 (14)  | 0.99                                     | 17 (13)  | 5 (19)  | 0.44 |
| ACEI                     | 82 (52)  | 47 (50)                                     | 35 (54) | 0.63                                     | 72 (55)  | 10 (37) | 0.09 |
| Statin                   | 125 (79) | 70 (75)                                     | 55 (85) | 0.13                                     | 104 (79) | 21 (78) | 0.91 |
| CCB                      | 36 (23)  | 21 (22)                                     | 15 (23) | 0.91                                     | 30 (23)  | 6 (22)  | 0.95 |
| Duration between angiogram and stress test, mo | 22±18 | 25±23 | 0.26 | 23±21 | 22±20 | 0.72 |

Continued
(r=0.85, P<0.001), and in the combined group (r=0.80, P<0.001).

**Angiographic Disease Burden and Stress-Induced Myocardial Ischemia**

In pooled analysis, the Gensini, Sullivan stenosis, and Sullivan extent scores correlated with the number of perfusion defects at rest (r=0.18, P<0.001; r=0.18, P<0.001; and r=0.13, P=0.01, respectively), and the SDS during exercise/pharmacological stress (r=0.26, P<0.001; r=0.29, P<0.001; and r=0.17, P=0.001) but not with the SDS during mental stress (r=0.02, P=0.69; r=0.05, P=0.30; and r<0.001, P=0.99, respectively). Moreover, there were no differences in the extent and severity of CAD, measured either by the Gensini or the Sullivan scores, in those with compared with those without MSIMI in both groups and the combined group (Table 2). In contrast, patients with PSIMI had significantly higher scores for angiographic severity (Gensini, Sullivan) and extent (Sullivan) of CAD than those without PSIMI in both groups and in the combined group (Table 2).

Furthermore, the Gensini and Sullivan scores were higher in subjects developing ischemia regardless of whether patients underwent exercise or pharmacological stress testing. In the combined group of 222 patients undergoing exercise stress, 65 (29%) developed ischemia and had greater severity (Gensini, P=0.025; Sullivan, P=0.002) and extent of CAD (Sullivan, P=0.032) compared with those without ischemia. Similarly, of the 162 patients undergoing pharmacological stress, 60 (37%) developed ischemia and had more severe (Gensini, P<0.001; Sullivan, P<0.001) and extensive CAD (Sullivan, P=0.001) compared with those without ischemia.

Subjects were further divided into those with MSIMI who either had PSIMI (n=30) or not (n=22). There was no difference in the severity and extent of CAD between subjects without ischemia with either stress and those with MSIMI but no PSIMI (Figure 1). Moreover, subjects with MSIMI who also had PSIMI had a greater extent and severity of CAD than those without any ischemia; however, they were not significantly different than those with only PSIMI with respect to extent (P=0.93) and severity (Gensini, P=0.82; Sullivan, P=0.97) of CAD (Figure 1). Hence, the occurrence of MSIMI
is not associated with more severe CAD in patients with PSIMI. Moreover, the severity of MSIMI in patients with PSIMI (SDS = 6 ± 3) was not different than in those without PSIMI (SDS = 6 ± 3; P = 0.48).

Hemodynamic Responses to Mental and Physical Stress

Table 3 shows hemodynamic measures at rest and in response to mental stress in all groups. There was no difference in the hemodynamic response including RPP in those with or without MSIMI. Similarly, peak RPP during exercise was not significantly different between those with or without a positive exercise stress test in group A (19 042 ± 710 versus 20 498 ± 6914, P = 0.27), group B (22 029 ± 3305 versus 21 563 ± 4458, P = 0.64), and combined group (20 134 ± 6174 versus 20 637 ± 6421, P = 0.57). Thus, ischemia during mental or exercise stress was not occurring as a result of a greater increase in workload.

Interestingly, those with PSIMI had a greater increase in diastolic BP and HR during mental stress compared with those without PSIMI (P = 0.006, P = 0.042, respectively). Even after adjusting for aforementioned confounders, greater diastolic BP and HR reactivity during mental stress remained independently associated with a greater risk of PSIMI (P = 0.018, P = 0.025, respectively).

Finger Microvascular Response During MSIMI

Patients with MSIMI had a significantly lower PAT ratio during mental stress testing than those without MSIMI in all groups (Table 4), indicating greater digital microvascular constriction in those with MSIMI. Notably, there was no correlation between the PAT ratio and any of the angiographic scores evaluated in this study, including in subjects with ischemia. The PAT response predicted MSIMI with an area under the curve of 0.66 (95% CI 0.57 to 0.75, P = 0.001). The optimal cut-off value for the PAT ratio determined by the Youden’s index was 0.52 for detecting MSIMI. For detection of MSIMI, the PAT ratio had a sensitivity of 61%, specificity of 66%, negative predictive value of 91%, and positive predictive value of 23%.

Notably, the association of the PAT response to MSIMI was similar during every phase of the mental stress task. Compared with those without MSIMI, patients with MSIMI demonstrated a greater vasoconstrictor response to the mental stress task as early as the preparation phase of the mental stress task, which also persisted during the postspeech recovery period (Figure 2).

Interestingly, the PAT ratio during mental stress was also lower in those with PSIMI compared with those without PSIMI (P = 0.007), even in those without concomitant MSIMI (P = 0.004) (Figure 3). Notably, those with dual ischemia (mental and physical) had greater degree of vasoconstriction during mental stress than those with PSIMI only (P = 0.05) (Figure 3).

Table 2. Angiographic Coronary Severity and Extent Scores by Ischemia Status for Groups A and B and Pooled Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Physical Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia</th>
<th>Mental Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gensini score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan stenosis score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>15 (3 to 48)</td>
<td>44 (15 to 86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan extension score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>4 (2 to 6)</td>
<td>8 (4 to 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gensini score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan stenosis score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>14 (4 to 41)</td>
<td>26 (9 to 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan extension score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>5 (3 to 9)</td>
<td>7 (4 to 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A+B (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gensini score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan stenosis score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>15 (4 to 48)</td>
<td>39 (10 to 84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan extension score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>4 (2 to 7)</td>
<td>7 (4 to 10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR indicates interquartile range.
Sullivan extent scores, and a lower PAT ratio during mental stress (Table 5). In multivariable analysis, independent predictors of PSIMI were greater Gensini score, diabetes mellitus, and a lower PAT ratio during mental stress (Table 5). When the Sullivan stenosis score or the Sullivan extent score were each entered into models instead of the Gensini score, they also remained independent predictors of PSIMI (Table 5). Of note, the C-statistic for a model predicting PSIMI based on traditional risk factors and CAD severity was 0.66. With the addition of the PAT ratio during mental stress, the model improved to 0.70 ($P<0.001$) (Figure 4).

In contrast, angiographic severity and extent scores were not predictive of MSIMI in either univariate or multivariable analysis (Table S1). However, a lower PAT ratio during mental stress remained an independent predictor for development of MSIMI in both univariate (odds ratio 0.27, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.73, $P=0.010$) and multivariable analysis (odds ratio 0.24, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.69, $P=0.009$) adjusting for aforementioned risk factors and medications (Table S1). Similarly, when Gensini, Sullivan stenosis, and Sullivan extent scores were entered separately into the multivariable model, a lower PAT ratio remained as the only independent predictor of MSIMI ($P=0.010$, $P=0.010$, and $P=0.011$, respectively) (Table S1). Finally, the C-statistics using the PAT ratio during the mental stress task improved the risk prediction of MSIMI based on traditional risk factors and CAD severity from 0.62 to 0.72 ($P<0.001$) (Figure 5).

Discussion

The major finding of this study is that neither the angiographic extent nor the severity of CAD is associated with the risk of developing MSIMI. However, a greater degree of digital microvascular constriction provoked by mental stress is associated with the likelihood to developing MSIMI, suggesting that vasoconstriction but not the severity of CAD is the predominant underlying mechanism of MSIMI. Interestingly, whereas PSIMI is associated with the severity and extent of CAD, the vasomotor response to mental stress may also help identify those at risk for PSIMI and suggests a contributing role of vasomotor dysregulation in precipitation of PSIMI.

Although it has been suggested that MSIMI is not simply a reflection of coronary atherosclerotic burden, few studies have directly investigated the relationship between MSIMI and angiographic CAD severity, and results have been mixed. Modena et al reported that MSIMI rates were lower in patients with single- compared with those with 3-vessel disease, a discrepancy that might be due to differences in diagnostic criteria, imaging modalities, and methods of inducing MSIMI, as well as crude assessment of

Figure 1. Angiographic burden of coronary artery disease stratified by ischemia status during mental and/or physical stress. $P$-value compares the stated group with the group of patients without any ischemia (MSIMI [-]/PSIMI [-]). Panels A and B compare the angiographic severity of coronary artery disease between the groups, assessed by the Gensini and Sullivan coronary scoring systems, respectively. Panel C compares the angiographic extent of coronary artery disease defined by the Sullivan coronary scoring system. MSIMI indicates mental stress–induced myocardial ischemia; PSIMI, exercise or pharmacologic stress–induced myocardial ischemia.
Table 3. Hemodynamic Measures at Baseline and in Response to Mental Stress by Ischemia Status in All Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Systolic BP, mm Hg</th>
<th>Diastolic BP, mm Hg</th>
<th>Heart rate, beats/min</th>
<th>RPP, mm Hg x beats/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>P Value</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>127±16</td>
<td>132±18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>119±18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental stress</td>
<td>166±22</td>
<td>174±25</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>163±27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>74±12</td>
<td>76±14</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>64±9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental stress</td>
<td>98±13</td>
<td>101±16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>92±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study A+B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>61±12</td>
<td>58±8</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>59±9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental stress</td>
<td>77±14</td>
<td>77±18</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>77±16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BP indicates blood pressure; RPP, rate–pressure product (mm Hg x beats per minute).

CAD severity compared with the quantitative assessments we used. In our study with exploratory and confirmatory datasets, and using a sensitive imaging modality together with detailed quantitative assessment of disease burden, we have convincingly demonstrated a lack of association between angiographic CAD severity and presence of MSIMI.

Our findings support the concept that the pathophysiology underlying development of MSIMI may differ from that involved in PSIMI. Arrighi et al8 showed that coronary flow during mental stress was significantly reduced in regions subtended by coronary arteries without compared with those with significant epicardial stenosis, reductions that were proportionately similar in magnitude to those observed in regions with significant epicardial disease in response to dipyridamole vasodilator stress. This supports our current and previous observations that mental stress may induce ischemia even in subjects with negative exercise or pharmacological stress tests.17 Our study also confirmed that MSIMI occurs at a lower RPP or workload than exercise-induced ischemia.7,13–16 Furthermore, MSIMI was independent of the magnitude of hemodynamic change provoked by mental stress. Thus, factors besides increases in myocardial oxygen demand (RPP) and severity of CAD appear to underlie the phenomenon of MSIMI and are likely due to a concomitant decrease in coronary blood flow during mental stress. In contrast, ischemia during physical stress was directly related to the severity of CAD, largely secondary to demand exceeding reduced supply in a setting of coronary stenosis. Interestingly, we found that the likelihood of PSIMI was greater in those with an exaggerated cardiovascular reactivity during mental stress, manifested by an increased hemodynamic response and greater peripheral microvascular constriction. A similar observation has been reported in asymptomatic individuals at high risk for premature CAD, suggesting that increased

Table 4. Digital Microvascular Response During the Speaking Task Assessed as PAT Ratio* in Patients With (Positive) and Without (Negative) Mental Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mental Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group A</strong></td>
<td>0.83±0.50</td>
<td>0.63±0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group B</strong></td>
<td>0.71±0.55</td>
<td>0.50±0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Groups A and B</strong></td>
<td>0.76±0.52</td>
<td>0.55±0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAT indicates peripheral arterial tonometry.
*PAT ratio was calculated as the ratio of pulse wave amplitude during the mental stress speaking task compared with resting baseline.
sympathetic arousal during mental stress may help identify those at risk for PSIMI.\textsuperscript{36}

In healthy individuals, coronary blood flow increases in response to mental stress as a result of coronary microvascular dilation; however, this response is attenuated or vasoconstrictor in patients with CAD.\textsuperscript{18,19,37,38} Although epicardial vasospasm has been suggested as a potential cause of MSIMI, this remains a subject of controversy. Coronary angiographic studies have demonstrated responses ranging from no change in epicardial coronary artery diameter,\textsuperscript{14} constriction in normal segments,\textsuperscript{19} to constriction of only the diseased segments.\textsuperscript{39–41} In a study that used speech as the mental stress stimulus, vasoconstriction of non-diseased coronary artery segments has been reported in patients with and without CAD.\textsuperscript{39} Yeung et al\textsuperscript{40} showed that

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Univariate and Multivariable Predictors of Physical Stress–Induced Myocardial Ischemia in the Pooled Group}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
 & OR (95\% CI) & \textit{P} Value \\
\hline
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Univariate analysis*} \\
Hypertension & 2.17 (1.24 to 3.80) & 0.007 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 1.63 (1.03 to 2.58) & 0.035 \\
Previous CABG & 1.77 (1.13 to 2.78) & 0.013 \\
Gensini score & 1.012 (1.007 to 1.017) & <0.001 \\
Sullivan stenosis score & 1.167 (1.100 to 1.238) & <0.001 \\
Sullivan extent score & 1.019 (1.009 to 1.030) & <0.001 \\
PAT ratio & 0.41 (0.24 to 0.70) & 0.001 \\
\hline
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Multivariate analysis} \\
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Model 1} \\
Hypertension & 2.07 (1.11 to 3.84) & 0.022 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 1.67 (1.005 to 2.78) & 0.048 \\
Previous CABG & 1.91 (1.15 to 3.16) & 0.012 \\
Gensini score & 1.01 (1.004 to 1.016) & 0.001 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 1.84 (1.09 to 3.11) & 0.020 \\
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Model 2+Gensini score} \\
Gensini score & 1.01 (1.003 to 1.016) & 0.003 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 2.1 (1.18 to 3.70) & 0.011 \\
PAT ratio & 0.49 (0.26 to 0.91) & 0.025 \\
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Model 2+Gensini score+PAT ratio} \\
Gensini score & 1.01 (1.003 to 1.016) & 0.001 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 2.1 (1.18 to 3.70) & 0.011 \\
PAT ratio & 0.49 (0.26 to 0.91) & 0.025 \\
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Model 2+Sullivan stenosis score} \\
Sullivan stenosis score & 1.13 (1.048 to 1.210) & 0.001 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 1.70 (1.066 to 2.88) & 0.048 \\
\multicolumn{3}{|l|}{Model 2+Sullivan extent score} \\
Sullivan extent score & 1.012 (1.001 to 1.023) & 0.038 \\
Diabetes mellitus & 1.76 (1.049 to 2.966) & 0.032 \\
Previous CABG & 1.77 (1.048 to 2.98) & 0.033 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
atherosclerotic segments of coronary arteries constricted concomitantly with decreased flow during mental stress, while there was dilation and increased flow in smooth epicardial segments. Kop et al\textsuperscript{19} found that coronary flow during mental stress increased in healthy individuals but not in those with CAD, where there was a widely variable vasoconstrictor response that was insufficient to explain the decrease in flow. Furthermore, L’Abbate et al\textsuperscript{14} demonstrated a decrease in

**Figure 4.** Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for prediction of physical stress–induced myocardial ischemia. The C-statistic for a model predicting physical stress–induced myocardial ischemia (PSIMI) based on traditional risk factors and CAD severity was 0.66. With the addition of the PAT ratio during mental stress, the model improved to 0.70 ($P<0.001$). ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; CABG, coronary artery bypass graft surgery; CAD, coronary artery disease; MI, myocardial infarction; PAT, peripheral arterial tonometry; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.

**Figure 5.** Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for prediction of mental stress–induced myocardial ischemia (MSIMI). The C-statistics using the PAT ratio during the mental stress task improved the risk prediction of MSIMI based on traditional risk factors and CAD severity from 0.62 to 0.72 ($P<0.001$). ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; CABG, coronary artery bypass graft surgery; CAD, coronary artery disease; MI, myocardial infarction; PAT, peripheral arterial tonometry; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
coronary blood flow with mental stress in patients with CAD despite no change in lumen diameter at the site of the atherosclerotic lesion. The inconsistent epicardial coronary vasomotor response to mental stress and its discordance with coronary flow suggest that the myocardial ischemic response is predominantly due to microvascular constriction. This is strengthened by our previous data showing that intracoronary phentolamine during mental stress causes a reversal in the attenuation of coronary flow during mental stress despite a lack of effect on epicardial coronary arteries vasomotion.18

We found that digital microvascular constriction, measured as the PAT ratio in response to mental stress, was a reproducible and independent predictor of MSIMI, with a higher likelihood of MSIMI in those with lower PAT ratio. Moreover, neither the PAT ratio nor MSIMI was related to the angiographic severity of CAD, suggesting that the peripheral vasomotor response to mental stress is independent of the factors associated with CAD severity. Our findings are supported by the Psychophysiological Investigations of Myocardial Ischemia (PIMI) investigators, who showed that the most significant hemodynamic feature associated with MSIMI was the increase in systemic vascular resistance, which may be due to increased levels of circulating catecholamines associated with mental stress.16,42 We have previously demonstrated that α-adrenergic blockade improves coronary microvascular vasodilation during mental stress.18 Whether the peripheral microvascular response to mental stress is a marker of changes also occurring simultaneously in the coronary microvascular bed or whether it plays a direct role in inducing MSIMI by increasing afterload, for example, needs to be determined. Additionally, whether assessment of peripheral microvascular response to mental stress may serve as a diagnostic tool to help identify those at risk for this phenomenon needs further investigation. Our study suggests that the utility of PAT as a diagnostic tool may be greatest in identifying those at low risk for MSIMI given the high negative predictive value of 91%.

Major strengths of our study are the large population investigated and the reproducibility of our findings in both an exploratory and a validation group. Moreover, this is the first study to use a detailed quantitative estimate of CAD extent and severity that also integrates measures of peripheral microvascular function to investigate the mechanisms underlying MSIMI. Limitations are that the angiograms were performed at a variable time interval before the study, thus decreasing the precision of CAD severity at the time of the stress testing. However, the duration between the angiogram and stress testing made no difference to the strong relationship we observed between disease burden and PSIMI in the same subjects, indicating that the angiographic data were reflective of the atherosclerotic burden in our patient population. In addition, we did not assess the peripheral microvascular response during physical stress testing. Therefore, we cannot objectively compare the role of peripheral microvascular vasomotion in the mechanisms of ischemia due to mental versus physical stress.

Conclusions

MSIMI in patients with stable CAD portends a worse prognosis, independent of traditional cardiovascular risk models. Yet, the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon and the clinical characteristics predictive of those at risk remain unclear. Our findings indicate that the angiographic atherosclerotic burden of CAD is not predictive of MSIMI, but its occurrence can be predicted by the digital microvascular constriction in response to mental stress, which may reflect similar changes in the coronary microcirculation due to coronary microvascular dysfunction. Despite current “optimal” medical and revascularization strategies, patients with CAD continue to demonstrate a considerable burden of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The differing pathophysiology of ischemia due to mental stress compared with physical stress suggests that therapies targeted specifically at modulating vasomotor changes could potentially be therapeutic and improve outcomes, a hypothesis that warrants further investigation.
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